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Rectifying Addresses
From Route Map, Go to Delivery> Rectify Addresses and the following window will open:

On the ‘Job Accounts’ tab, check the boxes in the above example that are highlighted in
yellow. Also select the appropriate Order Warehouse and date range. Once all of the
search attributes have been set click the ‘Plot’ button. The system will then attempt to geo
code all orders and customer job accounts based on the location and date parameters
selected. After the system has geo coded the customer job accounts and orders, you will be
able to click on the ‘Fix Addresses’ button.

Green orders indicate that the system was able to resolve the order delivery address and
set a latitude/longitude. Yellow accounts indicate that the system was able to resolve the
ship to delivery address and set a latitude/longitude. Red orders indicate that the system
was NOT able to resolve the delivery address. In order to receive accurate delivery times
and data, it will be necessary to manual resolve these latitude/longitude for these orders.
There are a couple of ways that these can be resolved:
-

You can enter/correct the physical address. To do this double click on the order to
bring up the ‘Edit Address’ screen. From there you can make the necessary changes
to the address, City, State or Zip code. After making the changes, click the ‘Update’
button. The system will then make an attempt to geo code the order.

-

If you know where the address is on the map, you can use the ‘Pushpin’ found on the
Standard toolbar. To do this, highlight the order, click the ‘Pushpin’ icon and then
the spot on the map and then click the ‘Update Location’ button on the ‘Fix Address’
screen.

